We analyze quantum mechanical systems using the non-perturbative renormalization group (NPRG). The NPRG method enables us to calculate quantum corrections systematically and is very effective for studying non-perturbative dynamics. We start with anharmonic oscillators and proceed to asymmetric double well potentials, supersymmetric quantum mechanics and many particle systems. §1. Introduction
§1. Introduction
The non-perturbative renormalization group (NPRG) has been formulated through analyses of critical phenomena 1) and applied to non-perturbative studies of statistical mechanics and quantum field theories. It has been established as a powerful tool for analyses of non-perturbative dynamics in systems of many (infinite) degrees of freedom, because it allows for the evaluation of fluctuations without recourse to perturbation series. Several types of non-perturbative (exact) renormalization group equations have been derived by integration with scale decomposition and have been applied to various systems. 2), 3), 4), 5), 6), 7), 8), 9) In this article, we apply the NPRG method to quantum mechanical systems, that is, systems of finitely many degrees of freedom 2), 6 ), 10) to analyze their non-perturbative dynamics.
Generally, there are two types of non-perturbative quantities. One corresponds to the summation of all orders of a perturbative series, which could be related to Borel resummation. 11) The other is an essential singularity with respect to a coupling constant λ 0 , which has a structure like e − 1 λ 0 . 12), 13) We are not able to expand such a singular contribution around λ 0 = 0. A singularity of this type appears in the case of quantum tunneling. For example, in a symmetric double well system, there are two degenerate energy levels at each minimum, which are mixed through tunneling to generate an energy gap ∆E ∼ e − 1 λ 0 . The exponential factor is known to result from the free energy of topological configurations, i.e., instantons.
In this article, we first summarize how to analyze quantum mechanical systems using the concept of NPRG and check to what extent NPRG can be used to evaluate non-perturbative effects quantitatively. The NPRG equation we employ here is a local potential approximated Wegner-Houghton (LPA W-H) equation, 14) , 15) which we use to analyze quantum anharmonic oscillators and asymmetric double well systems. In contrast to the symmetric double well system, the standard instanton method does not work for an asymmetric potential, and the much more sophisticated method of the valley instanton has been developed for their treatment. 30) , 31) The NPRG method is found to work for asymmetric potentials as well as for symmetric potentials, because NPRG does not rely on parity symmetry.
We proceed to analyses of more complicated systems, supersymmetric quantum mechanics (SUSY QM) and many particle systems. SUSY QM is a toy model for dynamical SUSY breaking. 33), 34) Although, in general, there is no spontaneous symmetry breaking in systems with finitely many degrees of freedom, some extraordinary symmetries, such as SUSY, can be broken even in quantum mechanics. SUSY breaking is a highly non-perturbative phenomenon because of the non-renormalization theorem, and we will see that NPRG should be applicable for non-perturbative SUSY breaking.
In addition, analyses of quantum many particle systems have become very important with recent developments in nano-technology. Solving the problem of how the quantum coherence of a variable of a target system is affected by other variables (the environment) is quite important. For example, it is necessary for realization of qubit for quantum computers. However, standard methods that are well suited for treating systems of one degree of freedom, the Schrödinger equation, instanton, etc., do not work well in such complicated systems. We believe that NPRG is versatile enough to analyze such systems. As a first step, we analyze quantum tunneling phenomena in two particle quantum systems. §2. Non-perturbative renormalization group
In this section, we briefly summarize the formulation of NPRG with D-dimensional real scalar field theory.
Scale decomposition
In the NPRG method, the theory is defined by the Wilsonian effective action
. This is an effective theory with an ultraviolet energy cutoff Λ:
We decompose the path integration variable φ(p) into two parts with respect to the momentum scale p as
and transform the partition function Z as follows:
where
We understand the shell mode path integral · · · φs as the renormalization transformation. If we evaluate it by perturbative expansion with respect to coupling constants, we obtain the so-called perturbative renormalization group equations. 16) Of course such equations are valid only in the weak coupling limit. Instead, we take the limit ∆Λ → 0 to define NPRG equation, which is the fundamental procedure. 14)
Derivation of the NPRG equation
Taking the limit ∆Λ → 0, we can express the renormalization transformation as a differential equation,
Then, we can expand S Λ [φ] as power series in φ s :
Since an O(∆Λ) calculation is required for the evaluation of the derivative (4), the shell mode path integral · · · φs can be evaluated exactly using a Gaussian integration. Then, the fundamental differential equation is derived as
This is known as the Wegner-Houghton equation. 14) It represents exactly the cutoff Λ dependence of the Wilsonian effective action S Λ . Its right-hand side is generally called a β functional.
Approximations
Although the Wegner-Houghton equation is exact, we cannot solve it without some approximation in practice. In this article we employ the local potential approximation (LPA), which means that we ignore corrections to derivative interactions. It can be considered the leading order of the derivative expansion of S Λ ,
To make this approximation, we substitute the zero mode for the lower mode φ < (p):
The local potential approximated Wegner-Houghton (LPA W-H) equation is then obtained as follows:
This is a two-dimensional partial differential equation for V Λ (ϕ). 15) Its right-hand side is called a β function. We solve it mainly using numerical methods.
To obtain an intuitive understanding of this equation, we proceed to further approximation, the operator expansion. We expand V eff as power series in ϕ:
The partial differential equation is then reduced to a set of ordinary differential equations for the coupling constants {a n (Λ)}:
. . . .
If the results of these equations converge as the order of the truncation, N , becomes large, we regard them as solutions of the LPA W-H equation. 17) This expansion allows us to treat differential equations more easily and to understand the origin and structure of quantum corrections physically. For example, a correction to odd n couplings cannot be generated from even n couplings only. This implies that if we choose an initial potential V 0 (ϕ) as Z 2 (ϕ ↔ −ϕ) symmetric, the solutions of the RG equations flow in Z 2 symmetric subspace; that is, the NPRG equation does not break the global symmetry of the system. However, we should note that in some extreme cases, the operator expansion is not good, and leads to pathological behavior, as seen in §4. The constant part of V Λ , a 0 , is given by the vacuum bubble diagrams * and is usually ignored. However, we retain it here, because it plays a crucial role in supersymmetric theories. §3. NPRG analysis of quantum mechanical systems Making use of the LPA W-H equation, we analyze systems in quantum mechanics, which is D = 1 real scalar theory with a single dynamical variable, x(τ ). 10) 
Physical quantities
The LPA W-H equation for quantum mechanics is given as follows:
We solve it by lowering Λ from the initial cutoff Λ 0 , where the initial potential V Λ 0 is given by the potential term V 0 (x) in the original action,
In the infrared limit Λ → 0, we obtain the effective potential V eff (x) = lim Λ→0 V Λ (x), from which physical quantities are evaluated. First, the expectation value of x in the ground state |Ω ,
is determined by the stationarity condition,
The ground state energy of the quantum system is given by
Also, we obtain the energy gap of the system through the following expressions of the two-point correlation function:
* For other types of NPRG equations, such as the Legendre flow equation, which is derived by means of a cutoff function, 18) we cannot evaluate the vacuum bubble diagrams properly without the prescription of subtracting the contribution of the cutoff function from the constant part of VΛ.
and m 2 eff is the curvature of the effective potential at the minimum. Comparing the damping factors of (22) and (23) in the τ → ∞ region, the energy gap ∆E = E 1 − E 0 is obtained as follows:
Generally, the NPRG method does not evaluate the wave functions of the target system directly. Instead, it yields information regarding Green functions. For example, the n-th moment ofx corresponds to information concerning the ground state wave function ψ 0 (x):
We now give some examples of calculations of M n in a Z 2 -symmetric (namely, x = 0) system. The two-point function M 2 is calculated as
where the subscript c denotes a connected function. In a similar way, the four-point function M 4 ,
is calculated by means of the LPA four-point coupling λ eff ≡
In this way, we are able to connect the effective couplings obtained from the NPRG with M n obtained from the ground state wave function. All of this information concerning the ground state taken together provides full information regarding the quantum system, including excited states.
Example: harmonic oscillator
To illustrate the characteristics of the NPRG analysis, we now consider the harmonic oscillator. The initial potential is chosen as V 0 (x) = 1 2 m 2 x 2 at the initial cutoff scale Λ 0 . In this case, we can solve the LPA W-H equation analytically, and * For further details with regard to this relation, see Appendix A.
we obtain
Since the initial conditions are (a 0 (Λ 0 ), a 2 (Λ 0 )) = (0, m 2 ), if we take the simultaneous
is free from quantum corrections and does not run, a 0 runs and produces a zero-point energy Figure.1 plots the actual running of a 0 and shows that it is limited to a finite energy region that depends on the mass scale, m. Ultraviolet finiteness is a typical feature of quantum mechanical systems, and it implies that the theory is finite, even in the Λ 0 → ∞ limit. Contrastingly, the infrared finiteness in Figure .1 is related to the decoupling property that a heavy particle cannot propagate in the low energy region. Such ultraviolet finiteness and infrared finiteness enable us to obtain physical quantities even through numerical calculation within a finite energy scale region. §4. Analysis of anharmonic oscillators and double well systems
Symmetric single-well potential
Now we proceed to analyze quantum mechanical anharmonic oscillators and double well systems. First, we consider a symmetric single-well potential,
Our interest is to compare our NPRG results with the perturbative series. First, the LPA W-H equation (17) is solved numerically, and we thereby obtain an effective potential V eff . The flow of V Λ is shown in Figure. 2. Quantum corrections raise the potential and make its slope steeper. In Figure. 3, we display the energy spectrum calculated with the relations (21) and (24) . We refer to the results obtained by a numerical analysis of the Schrödinger equation as the "exact results." The perturbative series of E n is the asymptotic series
It diverges even in the weak coupling region. Note that the Borel resummation of the perturbative series works well in this case, and gives quantitatively good values. However, even in the lowest order approximation (LPA), the W-H equation can evaluate the energy spectrum almost perfectly. Therefore, we conclude that the NPRG does sum up all orders of the perturbative series in the correct manner. We also display the two-point function M 2 = Ω|x 2 |Ω in Figure. 4 and the effective four-point coupling constant λ eff in Figure. 5. In both of these cases as well, the NPRG results give an almost perfect fit.
Symmetric double-well potential
Next, we consider the Z 2 -symmetric x ↔ −x double-well potential,
In quantum mechanical systems, this Z 2 symmetry never breaks spontaneously, because the x mode tunnels through the potential barrier, and the ground state is uniquely realized. In fact, in the NPRG evolution of the effective potential, the initial double-well potential finally becomes a single well, and an energy gap (effective mass) arises ( Figure.6 ). In this system, there is no well-defined perturbation theory. A standard technique to obtain the energy gap ∆E is the dilute gas instanton calculation. This is a semi-classical method based on the one-instanton solutions
The one-instanton contribution to the partition function Z is
where T is an imaginary time volume. Assuming that instantons do not interact with each other, we can evaluate the multi-instanton contribution to Z (the dilute gas instanton approximation), and we obtain the energy gap
which has the structure of an essential singularity originating from the one-instanton action. The singularity coefficient obtained from the instanton method is known to be exact in the vanishing λ 0 limit. 19) In Figure. 7 we display the energy gap evaluated using various methods. The NPRG results are very good in the strong coupling region, while the perturbation cannot be applied in this double-well system, and the dilute gas instanton method is not at all effective, because it is valid only in the very weak coupling region. * Therefore, the NPRG method should provide a powerful tool for the analysis of tunneling, at least in such regions. However, our NPRG results deviate from the exact values as λ 0 → 0, which corresponds to a very deep well. Because the β-function becomes singular in this region, the NPRG results become unreliable. We believe that the cause of the difficulty is the LPA approximation scheme that we adopt. It is important to note that the respective coupling regions in which the LPA W-H equation and the dilute gas instanton work well are separated, and therefore these two methods should be regarded as complementary. 10), 20) We display the two-point function M 2 = Ω|x 2 |Ω in Figure. 8 and the effective four-point coupling λ eff in Figure.9 . As in the case of the energy gap, the NPRG results are excellent here, except in the extremely weak coupling region.
Flow diagrams
We now more carefully consider the difficulty arising in the weak coupling region for the double-well potential. We employ the operator expansion (11) and investigate the flows of the dimensionless coupling constantsâ n ≡ a n Λ − n+2 2 . The flow diagrams elucidate the phase structure of the system. We display the flow diagrams for the N = 4, 6, 10 truncated potentials ( Figure.10, Figure. 11, Figure.12 ) and for the potential without an operator expansion ( Figure.13) .
These flow diagrams reveal that the phase structure of the theory with a truncated potential (N = 4, 6, 10) is somewhat strange. As mentioned above, there is no * It has long been known that the strong coupling expansion has a finite radius of convergence. Recently, variational perturbation theory has become highly developed, and very accurate results have been obtained. 13), 27) The region of coupling constant values in which these approaches are good is estimated as λ0 > ∼ 0.08, which is almost coincident with the reliable region for our method. To elucidate the correspondence between the NPRG method and this improved perturbation theory is interesting. Fig. 11 . N = 6 truncation. spontaneous symmetry breaking in these quantum mechanical systems. When we truncate the potential as in (11), there appears a non-actual fixed point and false broken phases ( Figures 10, 11 and 12 ). The flow starting from the weak coupling region (λ 0 → 0 i.e.â 4 → 0) tends to be captured by the false broken phase, and we cannot obtain the correct result m 2 eff > 0. The region of the false broken phase becomes smaller as N becomes larger, and then for the LPA exact (no truncation) calculation, the false broken phase disappears ( Figure.13) . However, even in the no truncation case, we cannot obtain reliable results for the flows that start from the weak coupling region, because singular behavior of the flow in the region nearâ 2 = −1 leads to large numerical errors. The results for the LPA W-H equation in Figure. 
Broken Phase

Other methods
The NPRG equation we employ here is that with the local potential approximation. The results in the weak coupling region can be improved by upgrading the approximation. The LPA is the lowest order of the derivative expansion, and a higher-order calculation can be carried out. 22) In this quantum mechanical system, the second-order calculation of the Legendre flow equation does not improve the weak coupling results. 23) However, an analysis using the proper time renormalization group improves the LPA results considerably. 24) Also, although it differs from the NPRG methods in its formulation, the density matrix renormalization group is useful for this system. 25) We exhibit in Figure. 14 the results for the energy gap obtained with various renormalization group approaches. *
Asymmetric double-well potential
We proceed to consider the Z 2 -asymmetric double-well potential
where the linear term h 0 x breaks the Z 2 symmetry explicitly. In this system there are a stable minimum and an unstable minimum. How do we deal with the effect of such an asymmetric term? The NPRG method can treat this system in a manner that is quite similar to that for the symmetric system; it just changes the initial potential, while the LPA W-H equation does not change. Furthermore, when we apply the operator expansion (11), the situation becomes even simpler. The additional h 0 x term does not affect the running of other coupling constants, because the term
consists entirely of the zero energy mode, and generates no quantum corrections. Therefore, the NPRG equations for the coupling constants are the same as those in the symmetric case. * As for general non-perturbative methods, the auxiliary field method works very well both in the weak coupling and strong coupling regions. 26) Also, various improved perturbation theories have been applied to the anharmonic oscillator and the double well system, giving similar results.
13), 27), 28), 29)
By contrast, the standard instanton method cannot be applied to such an asymmetric system, because the term δ 2 S δxδx x=x cl in (35) has a negative eigenvalue in this case. For actually unstable systems, this negative eigenvalue is converted to a decay rate for the system. This is a typical prescription for the 'bounce solution' calculation. However, in the case of the bare potential (33), the true vacuum of the system is stable. The existence of a negative eigenvalue in actually stable systems is known as the problem of a fake instability. To overcome this problem, the valley method has been developed recently. 30), 31) It is a generalization of the instanton method that is based on the valley structure in the configuration space.
As shown in Figure. 15, an asymmetric bare potential leads to an asymmetric effective potential. We show in Figure. 16 results for the energy gap in the cases of three values of h 0 , from bottom to top, h 0 = 0.02, 0.2, 0.4. For any value of h 0 , in the λ 0 → 0 limit, ∆E approaches √ 2. This is because in this limit the asymmetric double well approaches a single well. We employ the operator expansion and give the truncation N = 12, 14, 16 results. We also plot the results obtained from the valley method with fourth and sixth order perturbations. 32) A complementary relation between the NPRG and the valley method is observed, just as in the case of the symmetric potential.
As mentioned above, since in the λ 0 → 0 limit the potential approaches a single well, if we carry out the operator expansion at the potential minimum x = x min , the NPRG equations never become singular even in the λ 0 → 0 region, and we obtain m eff ≃ √ 2. We use this technique for analysis of SUSY QM in the next section. We display results for other quantities in Figure.17 and Figure. 18 for three values of h 0 , from top to bottom, h 0 = 0.02, 0.2, 0.4. The expectation value ofx, M 1 = Ω|x|Ω , is shown in Figure. 17, and the variance ofx is shown in Figure. 18. The NPRG results appear to be perfect on the strong coupling side, while they are incorrect in the weak coupling region. We have seen that the NPRG method is very effective in analyses of nonperturbative dynamics in quantum mechanical systems. Here, we apply the NPRG method to more non-trivial quantum systems.
Supersymmetric quantum mechanics
Here we analyze supersymmetric theory, in which the non-perturbative dynamics of the system are crucial. We consider the SUSY QM theory, which was introduced by Witten as a toy model for dynamical SUSY breaking. 33), 34) The Hamiltonian is given bŷ
whereŴ (x) is called the SUSY potential. We define the super chargeŝ
and the Hamiltonian is written aŝ
This ensures that the vacuum energy is always non-negative:
The vacuum energy E 0 is the order parameter of dynamical SUSY breaking; that is,
Furthermore, the perturbative corrections to E 0 are vanishing for any order of the perturbation. This is known as the non-renormalization theorem. In fact, with the SUSY potential W (x) = gx 2 − x, the potential V + (x) becomes
The perturbative corrections to the energy spectrum are calculated as
These corrections to E 0 are canceled out at each order of g, and thus there are no perturbative corrections. Hence, a non-vanishing E 0 is realized only through nonperturbative effects caused by the essential singularity at the origin of the coupling constant. We analyze this system using the LPA W-H equation with N = 16 for the operator expansion. 10) We calculate the effective potential for a wide range of values of the parameter g. The case of vanishing g corresponds to the harmonic oscillator with a constant term − 108 ≃ 0.31, it is a single-well, and quantum tunneling is irrelevant ( Figure.19 ). For any value of g, the minimum of the bare potential V + is at x = 0. Figure. 20 displays the result for g=0.24, where the effective potential evolves into a convex form, and its minimum turns out to be positive; that is, our NPRG method gives a positive E 0 correctly, and describes the dynamical SUSY breaking. As is shown in Figure. 21, the NPRG results are excellent in the weak coupling region and strong coupling region, but not in the region where the bare doublewell potential becomes deep. In this intermediate region (0.1 < ∼ g < ∼ 0.2), we cannot obtain reliable results because of large numerical errors, while the valley method works very well, as shown in Figure. 
Two particle systems
Next, we apply the NPRG method to quantum many particle systems. As the simplest system, we analyze two particle (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ) dynamics with the following potential V 0 (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ):
Without the interaction F (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ) between the two particles, the four degenerate ground states are mixed by tunneling, splitting into three ϕ 1 ↔ ϕ 2 symmetric states and one anti-symmetric state. For the interaction F (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ), we now choose ϕ 1 ↔ ϕ 2 symmetric interactions and investigate how this interaction affects the energy levels of three symmetric states. successfully evaluated the non-perturbative quantities that should be given by the summation of all orders of the diverging perturbative series. We also found that for non-perturbative quantities characterized by an essential singularity, the LPA W-H equation again works very well in the region where the instanton-type method breaks down, i.e. the strong coupling region. However, NPRG is not effective in the weak coupling region, due to large numerical errors. In these regions, the approximation used to solve the NPRG equation should be improved in order to obtain correct results. To summarize, the NPRG method and the instanton (or valley) method play complementary roles. Also, from a practical point of view, the NPRG method is a useful new tool for analysis of various quantum systems in a wide parameter region. We have obtained good non-perturbative results for SUSY QM. We also showed that interacting quantum particles can be treated in a similar way.
In the flow diagrams, we observed singular behavior in the small coupling region, and found that it becomes more singular under low-order truncation of the operator expansion. The origin of the difficulty which we encounter in our NPRG analysis resides in the approximation scheme we employed. We must develop 'better' approximations, which may depend on the individual systems under study. We also need to study in detail how to extract physical information from the effective potential and the effective action.
Appendix A First Pole Dominance
Here we confirm the first pole dominance in the two-point function of anharmonic oscillators. In the local potential approximation, the two-point function is given by following
This substitutes one pole for an infinite number of poles. Therefore, if the multipole contribution becomes significant, the correspondence (24) must be wrong. We 
